Apps Appropriate for Storytime

Click on the title for the link to that app, with more information.


*Alphabet of Insects*. Oceanhouse Media.

*Buckle My Shoe*. Appropo.

*But Not the Hippopotamus*. Sandra Boynton and Loud Crow Interactive.

*Byron Barton Collection*. Oceanhouse Media.


*Don’t Let the Pigeon Run This App*. Disney.

*Dr. Seuss Beginner Book Collection #1 and #2*. Oceanhouse Media.

*Drive About: Number Neighborhood*. Artgig Studios.

*Endless Learning Academy*. Originator, Inc.

*Endless Numbers*. Originator, Inc.

*Everyday Groves*. Fred Rogers Center.

*Felt Board – Mother Goose on the Loose*. Software Smoothie.

*Franklin Frog*. Nosy Crow.

*Go Away, Big Green Monster!* Night & Day Studios.

*Grow a Reader*. Calgary Public Library.
Hello, Baby Animals! Shortstack.


Labo Leaves. Labo Lado, Inc.

Labo Pebble Art. Labo Lado, Inc.

Monster at the End of This Book. Sesame Street Workshop.

Moo, Baa, La La La! Sandra Boynton and Loud Crow Interactive.

My Very Hungry Caterpillar. StoryToys.


Pat the Bunny. Random House.

Pete the Cat School Jam. HarperCollins.


Sago Mini Monsters. Sago Sago.

Sandra Boynton Collection. Loud Crow Interactive.

Simms Taback Children’s Book Collection. CJ Educations.

Ten Little Fish. CJ Educations.

Together Time with Song and Rhyme for Parent and Preschooler. Mulberry Media Interactive.

Wheels on the Bus. Duck Duck Moose.